
 
Is This the Most Narcissistic Generation We've Ever Seen? 
 

 
The emerging young generation is often put under the microscope by older critics who are 
uncomfortable with and disapproving of the anomalous behaviour of teenagers. In one such 
commentary, Wendy Squires’ opinion piece, “Is this the most narcissistic generation we’ve ever 
seen?” (The Age, 20/4/13) asserts that narcissism is endemic amongst adolescents. She believes 
that the increasing narcissism leads to teenagers feeling unhappy and unfulfilled and that this 
makes them unable to face the real, adult world. Despite her scornful overtones, Squires earnestly 
presents advice to her main audience of parents of teenagers to suggest that there is a way to 
combat the epidemic of ‘narcissistic personality disorder’.  
 
This label of ‘narcissistic personality disorder’ (NPD) is critical in creating a disparaging profile of 
teenagers, setting them apart from a morally-sound, well-grounded older generation such as the 
intended audience and Squires herself. Throughout her piece, Squires categorises all teenagers as 
one stereotype, allowing the audience to distance themselves from Generation Y. Several 
generalisations such as “a generation has missed this message” are supported by the 
accompanying image, positioned in the centre of the article. This urges the audience to focus on the 
inward-looking nearly-identical depiction of teens which the author crafts. The group of faceless 
high-school girls shown suggests a lack of individuality as they are wearing the same uniform and 
one person cannot be differentiated from another. These seemingly like-minded teenage girls are 
literally turned inwards to the centre of the group, with their backs to the audience, creating the 
image of a high school clique where all the members conform to a particular behaviour. This 
enhances the dichotomy between the older adults in the audience and the collective clique of teens. 
Squires refers to the two groups with repetitive “they’re the ones”, “they don’t know” and “they have 
been told” juxtaposed with “some of us” and “we don’t need”. The further depersonalizing of 
adolescents when calling them “SNOTs” is confronting for the parents in the audience as the writer 
casts doubts in their mind as to whether their children are just as narcissistic too. The term “SNOTs” 
also has negative connotations, suggesting that the teenagers are disgusting and sickening. Hence, 
the audience sees all teenagers as repulsive due to their egoistic behaviour, compared to the 
traditional values which they themselves represent.  
 
Furthermore, Squires employs numerous sources of scientific research and expert opinion to bolster 
the credibility of her sweeping generalisations. The ‘Mayo Clinic’ is a widely known reliable medical 
reference which the audience of adults would be familiar with. Squires’ quotation from the ‘Mayo 
Clinic’ reinforces her prior generalisation that NPD “is no longer an anomaly in teenagers, it is 
beginning to be the norm”. The audience feels confident that Squires must be right about the 
incidence of this disorder amongst teens as a reliable source affirms that such a disorder exists and 
is medically diagnosable. In addition to this, the data cited from an American study with a significant 
sample size of “37,000 college students” reveals that the rate of occurrence of narcissism is 
increasing “as fast as obesity”. It is assumed that the audience of educated adults is familiar with the 
‘obesity epidemic’ which is frequently portrayed in the media. Hence, a disorder amongst teens 
which is described as increasing “as fast as obesity” certainly alarms parents and promotes a sense 
of urgency. Parents feel inclined to act to protect their children from this apparently widespread 
disorder and are positioned to feel eager to learn more about the behaviour of these teenagers. 
Hence, the scientific research acts as a smooth segue into the next argument presented. Similarly, 
quoting Meredith Fuller, a well-known Australian psychologist enhances Squires’ discourse. Instead 
of having to explain the behaviour of narcissistic teenagers herself, Squires assigns this mundane 
task to an expert psychologist who will then boost the credibility of Squires’ arguments. Evidently, 
the varied citations of research and professionals complement Squires’ own opinion, making the 
seriousness and urgency of narcissism amongst teenagers resonate with parents. 
 
  



Beyond condemnation and belittlement, the writer attempts to express some pity for the teenagers’ 
unfulfilled lives which they lead, positioning older adults to feel morally superior to the young 
generation. In a despondent and regretful voice, Squires expresses her despair that “these kids” 
“are lost and don’t even realise it”. Adding to Squires’ carefully constructed profile of Generation Y, 
the older generation regard the teenagers as pathetic. Squires paints the picture that teens are 
tragically “lost” and hopeless, not knowing “how to find themselves” or “where to look”. From this 
description of their lost souls, the deep-thinking adults deduce that the teenagers are unable to 
understand their own problem and hence need someone else to intervene. Using the contrasting 
“we” in the next paragraph, Squires speaks directly to the older generations, including herself as 
one of them. In this way, Squires establishes a positive rapport with the older adults, portraying 
herself as someone as knowledgeable and morally upright as them. Furthermore, this puts them on 
a high moral pedestal. Squires implies that while “it appears a generation has missed [the] 
message”, the audience of adults and herself have a deep understanding of humanistic values such 
as humility and compassion. Through this, Squires empowers mothers and fathers, giving them the 
confidence to take action and find a solution to help the overly-narcissistic youth. Clearly, Squires’ 
representation of all teenagers as pathetic and hopeless distinctly sets all older adults apart as a 
moral authority, empowering them to come to the rescue of the pathetic adolescents.   
 
Subsequently, Squires adamantly proposes that “parents and adults”, her target audience, “take a 
more active role in SNOTs’ lives”. Thus Squires arrives at some sort of solution or treatment for this 
epidemic of “SNOTs” (severe narcissism overcoming teenagers). She makes parents realise their 
responsibility and moral obligation to “combat” the “endemic of SNOTs”, after having put them on a 
high moral pedestal. By employing a reasonable and understanding tone, parents are more 
receptive to her advice. This is evident in her recognition that “there is no quick solution to NPD”. 
After being faced with a disturbing account of the behaviour of ‘SNOTs’, parents are likely to be 
feeling overwhelmed and confused as to what they can feasibly do to help their children. Hence, 
Squires’ acknowledgement of the difficulty of addressing the issue fosters a feeling of comradeship 
between the parents and the writer. Mothers and fathers feel that Squires is like a friend or an 
advisor, helping them to conquer their parenting problems. Following this, Squires’ carefully chosen 
quotes from experts appeal to the traditional values which older generation parents are likely to 
hold. “The link between work and play, and the value of the dollar” especially resonate with parents 
who are likely to be working and may struggle to pay for items coveted by their teenage sons or 
daughters. This includes mobile phones and iPods which seem to propagate the narcissism 
condemned by Squires. Her concluding line to “[encourage] teenagers to pull their earphones out” 
implies that modern technology enables teenagers to be self-centred and facilitates the spread of 
narcissism. Squires creates a final dichotomy between technology and “wise words”, suggesting 
that they are opposites of one another. Therefore, the advice which Squires provides allows parents 
to take positive steps forward in the struggle to quell the “endemic of SNOTs” as parents feel 
supported by a friendly voice. 
 
The many facets of Squires’ opinion piece contribute to persuade the audience that there is an 
increasing incidence of narcissism amongst teenagers and that it is destroying their souls. Squires 
interacts with the audience to a great extent, setting them apart from all the teenagers and making 
the older generation feel morally superior to the distinct young generation. Along with numerous 
citations of scientific research and expert opinion, Squires’ tonal change to a more reasonable and 
logical voice makes parents more receptive to her solution to the issue. This in turn charges parents 
with the responsibility to take an active role in their sons’ and daughter’s lives. Subtly and cunningly, 
Squires presents the problem to her audience and delegates the task to them to facilitate change in 
their teens’ narcissistic behaviour.  
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